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A HISTORICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON THE EVOLUTION OF ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER
ELEONORA R. POSNER
,JULY 19 9 6
Across the United States of America, schools and social
service agencies have become increasingly aware of a
disability call-ed Attention Def icit Disorder (a. n. D. ) .
Famj-l-ies and employers are learning the name for this
conf us ing, f rustrat ion, seemingly uncontrol- l-ed problem . The
focus of this thesis wi]I be t.o trace the origin and
hist.orical development of this disorder.
It examines the work of those who were invol-ved in
identifying, def ining and treati.rg the disorder. The author
has at.tempted to draw connections between history,
discovery, research and implications for treatment, practice
and public policy.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
A. Attention Deficit Dieorder Defined.
The comprehensive diagnosis for attention deficit
disorder is found in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Djsorders-Fourth EditionE, tgg4-, and
in appendix A of this thesis. The manuar is generally
accepted by the professionars in the field of mental
heal-th as the definitive reference source for
practitioners and researchers in the fierd. The
f ol lowing i s a summary of the more j-mportant points
contai-ned in the manual .
The predominant feature of this dj_sord.er is a
pers istent pattern of inat.tent ion, hlryeract ivity and/or
impulsivit,y t,hat is more severe than that normally
ohserved in other individual- s the same age . For one to
be diagnosed as having this condit.ion the impairment,
I
must be present in t.wo or more environmenL s (* . g . , at
home, work or school ) . The disEurbance does not occur
with any other accompanying mental- health disorders.
Inattention may be displayed through not paying
attention to directi-ons given, careless mistakes in
school or employment,, or the inability Eo sustain
attention to work or pIay. Following through on
complet ing a task , chore or school- work i s extremely
dif f icurt f or the individual- and of ten avoided. work
is of ten disorganized, scattered., 1ost, poorly hand.l_ed.
or damaged. Individuals with this disord.er are easily
distracted by normal hackground sounds, such as a bird
flying past a window or the sound of air rushing
t,hrough a heating or cooling vent. Hyperactivity
di splays it sel- f through f idget ing or squirming in one , s
seat. The individual has great difficulty playing
quietly at l-eisure activities, of ten talks excessively
and is often described as non the go or d.riven by a
2
mot,or" (epa, 19 94 ) . Preschoolers run through the
house, jump and climb on furnj-ture, and do not. sit
stil1 for story time. school- age youLh wilr f idget
with obj ect.s in their hands, shake legs and- f eet
constantly and get up f rom the j-r desks excessively. At
home they do not sit Ehrough a mea1, television program
or a homework session. Adolescents and adults with
this disorder are able to behave in a more quiet manner
but feel restless and find it difficult to participate
in sedentary act.ivities. Behaviors or symptoms worsen
when sustained attention or non-appealing activities
are requ j-red . symptoms aJ so increase in groups such as
work, cfasses, or the playground.
B. Sigrnif icance of Ehe problem
I t is est imat.ed that 3 to 5 ? of school age
chil-dren carry the diagnos j-s of A. D . D . rt has been
J
estimated that a sj-milar proportion of aduLts have t.his
disorder, anlnrhere between three and ten million people
who live in the United States(SchwarLz, 1996). ,,Two to
three times more hoys than girls are diagnosed as
having the condit,ion" (NrF,tH , !gg5 ) . rt is estimat,ed
that up to one-third of near relatives (e,g. mothers,
f athers , sibl ings , aunt s , uncles , et.c . ) are also
affected by this diagnosis. rt is most likely the
resul-t of an inherited dopamine deplet ion j-n the brain
(Aust, 1994). A.D.D. is considered one of the most
common of childhood psychiatric disorders (Barkley,
1e80) .
The diagnosis of A. D. D. given in chird.hood
cont inues into adol-escence and adulthood f or 7 oz of
these individuals (C.if.A.D.D., 1995) . This places the
individual at risk for significant difficulties with
academics, emotional problems, socialization issues and
marital- issues (Weiss, LggZ) .
4
Currently, families oft,en feel blamed for the
dysfunction when seeking help (Bernier, Siegel, lg94) .
The families deal with the problems and behaviors of
those who carry the diagnosis of attention deficit
disorder, also known as A.D.D. (C.H.A.D.D-,1995) . The
most likely causes are not family interaction but the
result of inherited tendencies toward dopamine
deplet ion, or underactivity in those parts of the brain
af f ectirg att.ent ion, re sponse inhibition ( impulsivity) ,
and sensitivity to behavioral consequences (Amaya-
Jackson et . dl . , l.992: Anastropoulos et . al . 1991,
Barkley 1990).
Because depression, anxiety and attention dj-sorder
often go hand in hand, each person should be checked
for accompanying issues (Barkley, 19 g 1 ) Anxiety and
depression can be treated. with help those people that
carry the diagnosis can overcome the effects of A.D.D.
(NrMH, 1995) .
5
Overview of the study
This study represents an attempt to analyze and
demonstrate t,he need f or social work services to
individual-s with A.D.D., their famil-ies and communities
throughout the individual,s l_ife span. Usirrg a
historical research model t.he author has sought to
identify causal f act.ors, various treatment modalities
and to assess the rel-at ive ef f ecti-veness of those
approaches. This author has done a chronological
summary of events over the past century as demonstrated
by the literature review.
6
II. Methodologpl
A. Historical reaearch aa an investigative instnrnent
Historical research "looks intently at. the
currents and counter currents or present and past
events and at human thoughts and acts, and seeks to
trace t.hem through the tangled web of Ii f e , with the
hope of unraveling some of its knots, of discerning
dynamics that add rat,ionality and meaning to the whol_e,,
(Leedy, L993, p223).
The ma j-n purpose of the hi storical research study
method is not the gathering of facts but the
interpretation (Leedy, 1993 ) . This historical_ research
study is an attempt to explore the disability of
attention deficit di-sorder from an historical-
perspective. rt is an att.empt to look at and examine
the meaning of events related to A.D.D. This study
7
includes both primary and secondary data on at t.ent ion
deficit disorder and its related problems throughout
the unit ed states hi st.ory . These sources can be f ound
as researchers f indings, rrrrit.ings about the authors of
t he f indings by ot.her aut.hors or it can mean where the
data was found.
Primary data in this writing refers to the
attempt that was made to consistently get as close to
the original author's writings as possibre, including
the areas of the count.ry " . . in which they lived and
worked that may have affected the events j_mportant J-n
their times and significant in their lives,, (Leedy,
1993 p.224) - The author believes that this provides an
insight into the original work as weLl as author and
written record of how they impact the formulation of
the A. D . D . diagnosis and t.he treatment mod,al_it ies in
use today.
I
sources of secondary data were obtained from the
following computer public net.works: world wide web,
Netscape and America online. other sources of dat.a
coll-ection were through books, j ournal-s and booklets .
Literature about historical research methods were found
helpful in examining this disorder's deveropmental
progress.
The data gathered for this research stud.y were
subject to an external and internar criticism.
criticism is to "...judge whether the document is
authent 1c or what t,he statement within the document
means " (Leedy, 19 9 3 pzza) . Externa] crit ici sm means ,
is the question genuine? rs it varid? rnterna]
criticism refers to what does it mean? whaL thoughts or
what is the author rea}ly attempting to say? (Leedy,
1ee3 ) .
I
These studies have been organized in a
chronological time Iine. They illustrate the important
time periods, dates and diagnosis. This method wirl
at,tempt to explain the connections of prior beliefs and.
t.he actors defining the issue with current players
(Chambers , !9 93 ) . It is a f orm f or "the setting dor^rn of
occurrences and events in the order of their
happening" (Leedy, !993 pZZ6) . The time 1ines a1low for
an examination of common themes, paLterns and" attitudes
to form an explanation of past occurrences and concerns
for the future (Leedy , !993 ) . It is hoped the use of
the t.ime line will revear t.he development and progress
of this disorder through out this cent.ury. For a
chronological visual- aid of the data colLected prease
see appendix B.
This study r^rill- cover d.ata gathered from 1902 to
1995 as an attempt to identify the causes and
IO
development of this disorder. This author will attempt
to "establish, through the scientific method, a
rat j-onal explanat ion f or the cause of event s and, based
upon historical data, a logical interpretation of the
effect that such events have upon the lives of
individuals and the society in which they Ij-ve,,
(Leehy,1993) . The classification of A.D.D. as a
di sorder and past actors who made a d.eterminat ion about
its importance during each of these time perj-od.s are
recorded and discussed in the research as weIl.
B. Def inition of terlurs
1. Minimal brain dysf-unction (Men) is '.a term used
during the 1950s and 19G0s to descrihe child.ren with
movement. driven by outside stimurat.ion, impulsivity and
cognitive deficits: (Weiss, 19Bg) .
ll
*ft describes the phenomena of disturbances of
cognition, p€rception and learning. rt describes
functioning deficiency between thought processes and
learning and motor execut ion . Minimal- brain d.amage
impl ies a cJear knowledge that there is indeed damaged
brain tissue" (Renshaw, 1975 ) .
2. Hlrpqrkinetic describes a chil-dhood disorder that is
characterized by excessive motor activity, reduced.
att,ention span, and accompanying difficulties in
learning and perceiving accurately (Barker, 1989) . rt
*'is a col-lect ion of clinical behavioral manif estations,
f orming a cl inical- ent ity with a wide spectrum f rom
mild to severe,, (Reshaw, 19?5)
3. AtLention Deficit Disorder Hyperactivity is a
disorder that occurs in infancy, chirdhood or
t2
adolescence characterized by impuls j-ve behavior,
inattenLiveness and excessive motor activity (Barker
1e8e) .
4 At- tent- i-on Deficit D'i order is a disorder that
occurs throughout t,he Ii f et ime of a person
characterized by impulsive behavior, inattent.iveness,
and excessive motor activity. This term encompasses
terms also known as attention deficit with or without
h14:eractivity and attention deficit d.isorder residual
type. Attention deficit disorder, also known as
A.D.D has now replaced previous terms including
hyperact ivity, minimal_ brain dys f unct ion and
hyperkinetic (Barker, 1989)
A way to qualify the difference between Att.ention
Deficit Disorder Hyperactivity and Attention Deficit
disorder is individual-s who have attent,ion deficit
disorder tend to be less impulsive-hyperactive and more
cognitively impaired with rower self-esteem (Nad.eau,
lees) .
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5. Learning disabil-ities is a descriptive term for
individuals of normal or above-averagie intelligence who
experience a specific difficulty in school such as
dyslexi-a (reading difficul-ty) , dysgraphia (writing
difficul-ty) , or dyscalcul-ia (math or calculation
dif f iculty) . (Barkley, 1989 ) .
e. Causation' e/Cahegories
The following is an overview of the various
categories of possibl-e causes that have been
articul-ated over Lime. The specif ic theme of each will-
be discussed further in chapter rrr, B.1. causal
Analysis.
1. rnfectious Diseases-Encephalitis was the most
common term found to describe why children were
inst itut ional- i zed during the t ime of Ehe f irst studies .
This term is described as 'rany inflammatory process
within the brain tissue",- the disease is of not
inf requent occurrence in chir-dren following measles,
t4
scarlet fever, whooping cough, pneumonia and other
infectious illnesses" strauss and Lehtinen, L995. p90) .
2. Trauma is an injury to the body or psyche by some
t1rye of shock, violence , or unanticipated situat ion
(Barkly, 1989) .
3. Neurobiological is a term used to describe the
nervous system, its effects on the body and disorders
af fect ing them ( Berube , 1 g 94 ) .
4 . Genet j-c Di sorder describes a di sease or dys f unct ion
that. resulted f rom def ective grenes, genomes




THE HISTORICAIJ EVOLI]IITON OF THE FIELD OF ATTEIITION
DEFIETT DISORDER
A. '*In the begirrnirrg. . . . 11
Early leaders in the field
1 . George Frederi-c . stil-l. M. D. Dr. stirr was a
director of an institution for children fol-lowing an
encephalitis epidemic (rgrd-1927) . He was the firsr
author to single out chil-dren who had what was later
cal-l-ed h14>eractivity. He recoginized their problems
with poor motor control, impulsivity, defiance and
emotional lability. Dr. st.iI1 was a physician,
teaching at t he Royal col lege of phys j-cians in Engrand
prior to coming to the united states. He was
*'- - - concerned with the abnormal def ect of moral control
in children. Moral control-, we saw, is dependent upon
t6
three psychical f acLors, a cognitive re]ation to
environment , moral consciousness , and volition, whj-ch
in this connection, might be regarded as inhibitory
volition" (St.i1], L902 p10 77) . ..Mora1 control is the
action in conformity with the idea of the good of aL1.
rnteresting as these disorders may be as an abstruse
problem f or the prof essed psychologist to puzzl-e over,
they have a very real pract ical - shal- I r say social ? -
importance which r venture to think has been hardly
sufficiently recognized. For some years past r have
been col- l-ect ing observat ions with a view to
investigating the occurrence of defectj-ve moral control-
as a morbid contrition in childrent a subject which r
cannot but think call-s urgently for scient.ific
investigat,ion" (Sti]I, LIOZ p100g ) .
At the time of Dr. sti1I's writings special-
residentiaI treatment centers were established to treat
those who were mentally, physically or financially
handicapped. Children who had behavioral after-effects
t7
as a result of brain trauma that occurred during the
encephal-itis epidemic, were commonly sent to live in
these residential- treatment institutions. (Weiss &
Hechtman, 1985) .
2. Leslie B. Holhman. M.D. In 1-922 Dr. Hohman, a
psychiatri-st, worked out of the Henry phipps
Psychiatric clinic, John Hopkins Hospital_ in Bal_timore
Maryland. Dr. Hohman did a f ollow-up study on chil_dren
who had recovered from encephalitis. He stated.
't - . . hecause of decided, prof ound changes in character
and hehavior, certain reactions are closely related
with organic alterations, especially tics and excessive
tal-k" (Hohman, 1,gzz p3 T3 ) . The most striking f eature of
al-l eleven cases studied were'rthe changes in the
character and behavi-or of the se chi ldren . They became
irrit.able , fussy, quick- tempered., or boisterous and
restless, instead of being able to pfay peacefully with
other children as f ormerly, t,hey became guarrelsome,
l8
teased the other chil-dren unmercifully, or showed
streaks of brutality. At school, the teachers found
them impudent., disrespectful, disobedient, or no longer
amenable to discipline. This same disrespectful-
attitude was also displayed at home; they would curse
the ir parent , or even strike them. ,, (Hohman, 1-gZZ
p373).
3 Rdr^r= rrl a Slrpnlror M n .= rl E-ranlrl in ft tr'}ra rrr-rh M n
rn ]-924 Dr-'s strecher and Ehaugh, psychiatrist,s, wrote
an article discussing the effects on the brain,s
nervous system f ol- lowing a hrain trauma . Their study
incruded twenty-three boys and seven gir1s, ranging in
age from 3 to 15. They were referred from the schools.
"The hehavior disorders described hear a marked
similarity to those common after acute epidemic
encepharitis in chil-dren. These disorders have a
definite connection with del_inquency,, (Strecker &
Ebaugh , 7-924 pa 52 ) . They stated that treatment
l9
consist.s of rest f rom physical and mental exertion,
removal to a quiet, non-irritating environment,
intensive study in a mental hospital- r more individual-
consideration in school , sp€cial cl-asses and vocational-
guidance are al-1 mat.ters of importance in treatment,,
(Strecker & Ebaugh, L924 pa53)
+ Ear r rrarn T{ = }rr-r M Tl =rnd T.r.rri cr Lf lran M n In 1934
two Yale psychiatrists , Drs . Kahn and cohen, d.id. the
first longitudinal study of what they termed'.organic
drivenness. " They noted t,hat adults displayed
restlessness and impulsivity j ust like the chil_d.ren
studied af ter the encephal it i s epidemic ( 19 t_ E - 19 27 ) .
They also noticed the similar tic-Iike movements or
movements in f ace, trunk and extremities. The d.oct.ors
assumed that reasons for this were maturation of these
children and the fact that encephalitis was not the
only condit ion that produced t.his synd"rome . They
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berieved that this "organic drivenness" was possessed
from birth by either a brain stem birth injury or
prenatal encephalopathy.
5. Ruth Benediqt,. In 1934 Benedict, a cul-tural_
anthropologist , wrote that t he cul-tural matrix in which
a behavior occurs says something about A. D. D to
concerned. educators . she studied a wide varj-ety of
cultures and f ound t.hat "what may appear abnormal or
unstabl-e in some cultures do not harm society. ,,
(Benedict, 1934 )
6 . charl-es Bradley M. D. Dr. Bradrey, a psychiatrist,
was the f irst to publ i sh a pharmacological_ study on the
behavior of children receiving low doses of Benzedri-ne,
a st imulant . rn hi s L937 study Dr . Brad.ley used 3 0
students ranging between t.he ages of 5 - 13 . .'Twenty- one
2t
boys and nine girls were studied, this ratio of sexes
approximating that noted for all admissions to Ehe
hospital' (Brad1ey, 1937) . These students lived at the
Emma Pendleton Bradly Home in East
Providence,R. f . (Brad1ey, 1937) . He found they
developed a goal -directness when placed on a l-ow dose
of amphetamines (Brad]ey, 193?) . His introduction of
Benzedrine, was a landmark treatment for several-
reasons: (1) it provided a chemical control for
behavioral- problems and school improvement of
hyperactive children; (2) he discussed damage to the
brain stem as a possible cause for the behaviors
exhibited, hence the t,erm **Minimal Brain Dys f unct j-on,,
or MBD; and, (3) this study came out at the time child
psychiatry was emerging.
The focus of treatment shifted to childhood and
stayed there for several decades (Nadeau, 1995) . rn a
later study Dr . Bradley st,ated that al though chi Jdren
2?
using the amphetamine appeared calmer and quieter,
adult amphet.amine subj ects of ten reported or displayed
an opposite effect from the children. This was also
true of adults who began to abuse other stimulant drugs
(Wiess, 1990) .
Such compari sons inf l-uenced t he t.houghts t.hat
stimul-ants had the paradoxical effect of sed.ating
children but stimul-ating and addicting adutts. Two
Iater st.udies disproved Bradley' s thoughts that the
paradoxical effects against adults did noL work in
adult s as it did in children (Arnold, 1-97 Z ; DeVeaugh -
Gei-ss, 1980) .
The two studies did support Bradley, s findings
that children who were t,aking smarl- amounts of
Benzedrine, in piII form were helped. when examining
t,he actual- research on adults, Bradley used much larger
doses, often intravenously , of stimulants . This fact
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seemed to-go unnoticed. It was years before the idea
of paradoxical effects were factually, scj-ent.ificaIIy
challenged (Rapoport , A980) .
Defining the problem
The first amphetamine studies and the appearance
of the term MBD coincides roughly with the emergence of
child psychiatry (chess, 1988) . with the emergence of
child psychiatry a split began to develop hetween ad.ul-t
and child psychiatry. Separat.e individual publications,
organizations and meetings followed. This helped to
institutionalize a variety of perceptions such as the
insignificance of childhood
depression or adul-t A. D. D. (ApA Task Force on DSM- rv,
19 91) .
The L940-50s showed a popularity of the
terminology Minimal- Brain Damage Syndrome in
prof essional l it.erature . During this era it was
cons i dered normal f or a neurol_ ogi ca1 exam ( an exam o f
24
the strucLure , or f unct i-on of the nervous system) and
an EEG to be given prior to diagnosis of Minimal Brain
Damage Syndrome.
In the 19 5 0 s there was no category in t.he
Diagnost ic and Stat ist ical- Manual of MentaI Disorders
for chil-dren who were restless or inattentive. These
children were al-l given the diagnosis of Minimal- Brain
Damage (MBD) .
rn 1-947 Arf red A strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen
studied the psychological effect of brain injury on a
group of children with mental retardation. The
children in this study l- ived at the wayne county
Training school- in Nort,hviJle , Michigan, a boarding
inst itut ion . Among t,he symptoms observed. were
distractibirity and h14>eractivity (strauss and
Lehtinen , L947) .
25
f n 1957 two chil-d psychiatrists Dr. Maurice W.
Laufer and Dr. Eric Deshoff, from Rhode Island
collaborated on a paper. Dr. Laufer read this paper
entitled "H14>erkenetic Impulse Disorder in Children' s
Behavior Problems" (Laufer & Deshoff, 195T), to the
fnternational Institution on Child Psychiatry in
Toronto, Canada . He noted that there were t'common
behavior disorders that may be due to organic causes
and are characteri zed by , hl4reract ivity, short
att,ent ion span and poor powers of concentrat ion,
impulsiveness, irritability, explosiveness,
variability, and poor school work. A laboratory
procedure, the photo-Metrazol- EEG of f ered a means of
explaining the mechanism and confirming the existence
of this syndrome. It is often accompanied. by emotional
disturbances- rt responds to amphetamine and, Lo some
extent, other medications. psychol_ogical_ guidance f or
26
the parents and psychotherapy for the children may be
required. rt tends to disappear by the time adulthood
has been reached'(Laufer & Denhoff). This paper gave
the first specific description of this syndrome they
l-abel-ed Hyperkinetic rmpulse Disorder of childhood
(apa, 1968 ) . rt was implied through writings and the
name 'h1{>erkinetic impulse disorder of childhood' that
the syndrome was a prohlem for pediatric psychiatrists,
pediatric neurologists and general practitioners
(Nadeau, 1995) .
A foll-ow up st,udy was done using preschool
children in 1955 by the same doctors. The findings
directly opposed the bel-ief of many pediatricians of
the time. This bel-ief , was that chil-dren do out.grow
the disorder during adol_escence.
27
B. The Search for Causation and Cure
Caueal Arralysis
Genetic
In a study, 500 children referred for behavior
problems where compared to a control group of 350
children, without behavior problems, from the same
socioeconomic status. The sLudy showed that the
behavi-or problem childrens' mothers had a
significantly higher numbers of complications during
the pregnancy. The mosL common post birth complaint
was hlryeractivity in the child (Knobloch , a95? ) .
Psycho- genetic origins
The 1950-50s was a time that psychiatry began to
use psychoactive medications developed for the
treatment of various symptoms of mental il]ness.
During this time of medical discovery psychiatry moved
away from psychoanalysis and toward medication. Once a
28
diagnosis was made a pediatrician could dispense
medication and monitor t.he child who carried the
diagnosis (Paur H. wender and Dona1d F. Klien, 1981 ) .
similarly this was a time that research psychologists
focused their interest on the internal workings of the
mind. They studied such factors as memory, p€rception
and at.tent j-on (Breggin, 19 9l- ) . The shi f ts in
professional priorities over the past thirty years
inf luenced the f ormat ion of int.erest in viewj-ng A. D . D .
as a cognitive problem. This detracted the focus from
child psychiatry and opened the treatment of this
disability to psychologists. up to this point in time
the problem, attention deficit disorder courd he
treated primarily through medicat ions (Gardner, 19 g 5 )
s . clement and J. Peters wrote an articl-e in :-.962
suggesting broadening the term minimal brain damage to
include a person' s mental factors and temperament .
They made popular the use of the term MBD (Clements &
29
Peters, 19 62) . The same year at Lhe Oxford Child
Psychiatry Conference a warning was given. It stated
t,hat the chi ldren included under the new diagnos i s of
MBD had multiple diverse t.raits and that future effort
should be diverted toward subcl-assifying them
(MacKeith, L962) . SLudies would be performed to
separate and cl-assify the children with MBD from those
with MBD and other traits. This woul-d aid t.he doctor
in prescribing appropriate treat.ment .
rn 1-962 Frances A. Bent zen, the coordinator of the
school health diagnost,ic program for the st.ate health
department in Bal t imore , Maryl_and, wrote a paper on
interdisciplinary research in educational programming
for disturbed children. rn this paper she discussed a
2 t/2 year study involving forty hyperactive,
underachieving children. she stated t,hat schools ..do
not adequately refl-ect the role of individual and sex
differences in determining how chiJdren ]earn how to
30
learn and how to behave" (Bentzen, 1962) . She aLso
stated that three to ten t imes as many boys than girls
suf fer learning and behavioral- disorders. Her f indings
stated that "if children were grouped in relation to
patterns of variation in individual_ and sex
dif f erences, as wel-l- as similarities in chronological
age and intelligence, and provide them with an
appropriate educational program, more of them may avoid
becoming underachieving,, (Bentzen, l-gG2)
rn 1955 Iviark stewart, Farris pitts, Alan craig and
william Dieruf submitted a study on the hytrleractj_ve
child - The authors compared the I i f e hi stories of 3-l
hytrreractive children who present.ed at a clinic in st.
Louis, Missouri . Their f indings stated. ..that brain
dysfunctj-on rather than primarily psychological factors
i s of t.en the basis f or the syndrome,, (Stewart , pitt s ,
Craig and Dieruf , !gG6) .
3I
In 1968 a paper was written discussing how
personality dif ferences l_n chil-dren, f amily structure
and the environment shape interactions with the child
(Thomas, chess, Birch and Kegan, rg65) . This article
appeared to be the first written discussing the A.D.D.
child and how t,heir ecological- system effects
interact ions -
Doctors Miriam Menkes, Ane Rowe and ,Tohn Menkes
performed a twenty-five year follow-up study on
hyperactive chil-dren in 1957. This study was performed
in Baltimore, Maryland. They stat.ed. that the d.j-agnosis
of minimal brain dysfunction was being over used. They
al- so bel- i-eved that the criteria used at t hi s t ime f or
determining the diagnosis of MBD was not rigorous
enough to exclude children with a brain dysfunction
t hat showed up as having a phys iorogical- bas i s .
(Menkes, Rowe and Menkes ) . Other studies substant.iated
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these finding (Anderson & Plymate, tgGZ; Borland &
Heckman, l-97 5 ; MiJman , 1-g'7 g ; Morrison, 19 7 g) .
rn 1968, Hyperkinetic Reaction of chirdhood was
entered as a diagnosis in the DSM-II (epe, 19Gg) . This
was a significant. move for the diagnosis of t.his
disorder. rt moved t.he term away from a brain
dysfunction t.o a brain-biology inf luence. This opened
the possibility of viewing this dj-sorder dif f erently.
rt went from a dysfunctional brain to a brain that
could be treated not. only medically but environmentally
and educationally for t.he individual-s who carried this
diagnos is .
fn t97o virginia Douglas, a canadian researcher,
addressing t,he canadian psychological Association, ffidy
have helped to influence a new focus on viewing
behavior problems in children. she spoke of the
attention deficits as the real culprit in many
children' s behavioral dif f icul-t,ies rather t.han
JJ
hlryeract ivity . Problems paying at.tent ion rather t.han
high physicar activity caused more troubr-e with
behavior in chi l-dren . By the end of the 19 T 0 s there
were over 2,000 published studies on attention deficit
disorder (Barkley, 1990 ) .
f n 1-97 4 doctors Donard Goodwin, Fini schursigner,
Leif Hermansen, samuel Guze and George winokur
performed a st.udy that compared. alcoholic and
nonarcohoric individuals who had been adopted. rt was
found that in their childhood alcohoJics were more
of ten hySreract ive than the control group . They al so
di scovered that t he birth parent.s of the ar cohol_ ic
adoptee were al-so al-coholics. They concluded their
study saying that hyperactivity and genet.ics, not
adopt ive f amily habits were rel-ated and needed further
study (Goodwin, schulsinger, Hermansen, Guze and.
Winokur, 1975) .
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.Jody Alber-Corush, Ph.D., Philip Firestone Ph.D.
and .fohn Goodman Ph . D . tested t7 5 hiological and
adopt ive parent s of hlryeract ive and normal control
children. This study found that there was a familial
connection between childhood hyperactivity and A.D.D.
in the biological parents. Thus these two studies show
a definite genetic link for establishing A.D.D. l-n
children.
During the 1990s, several studies were published.
discussing the topic of educating the child with
A.D.D., his or her family and school personnel about
A. D . D . Those invol-ved with the chird and the f amily
need to understand the biochemi-cal- nature of the
problem and the concept of being unabl-e to control
behaviors versus an unwillingness to control behaviors.
Educat ion was found to be necessary to provide the long
term, high l-evel of support. , understand.ing and
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encourager_nent needed to deal with A.D.D. (Fowler, 1gg0;
Fowler, ]-992; Ke1ly and Romundo, 1,gg3 ; Wender, 1997,.
lrleiss, 1991) .
rn 1993 sydney zentall, Gary Harper and Melissa
stormon-spurgin wrote the findings on a study t.hey did
out of Purdue university, rndiana. They found that
there was no empirical data on the organizational
skill-s of A. D. D. chil-dren, They developed a scale and
tested 3 8 chiLdren aged G -t4 years ol_d. They f ound
that specif ic def icit,s in organi zation of event s and
obj ect.s occurred in the A. D. D. chird that, did not
appear in the control group. There were 13 children in
the control group (zental; Harper and stormont-spugin,
1993).
Environrnent
No studies were found on the effects of culture or
environment on individuals with attention deficit from
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1934 to 1971. In 1971 an article written by W.N
Cruickshank assert.ed that environment.al stimuli can
distract hl4reractive children. specif ic t.eaching
suggestions were offered as important variables in the
educat.ion of hl4reractive children. specif icaIIy, the
physical features of the classroom, such as the wal1s,
f loors and furnj-ture were noted as possible stimuli.
fn 1994 John Maag and Robert Reid examined. A.D.D.
as a result of social and cultural- f act ors . They based.
this idea on a functional approach to the assessment
and t.reatment of A. D . D . They thought that instead of
this heing a medicar diagnosis to be treated by the
medical worl-d alone , other f orms of asses sment and
treatment could and should be added.
The authors of this article presented a model_ for
educat ionar intervention. This model_, the decision-
model for intervent,ion, targets a childs
*'Developmental , cognitlve, df f ect ive and interpersonal
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l-evel-s of functioning" (Magg & Reid ,1,994) . The authors
further stated that cultural and societal factors have
effected the way we think of A.D.D. They stated that
problem areas of a child, s behavior were more
identifiable aft,er examinirrg cultural and societal
condiL j-ons . The authors suggest Lhat the medical model-
is ineffective for education. They want others to
focus their thoughts from a disorder that is
uncontrollable to an ecological perspective.
The first found article written by a social worker
appeared in 1994. Patricia Aust is a school social
worker in East Hartford, connecticut. she wrote about
understanding t.he bio]ogical- , cognit ive and
psychological factors involved with diagnosis of A.D.D.
She al-so stressed the importance of informing clients
of all treatment options.
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Also in 1,994, James Bernier and Deborah Siegel,
both school social workers in Rhode Island, wrot,e about
A.D.D. as a family and ecological systems issue. They
describe the effects on famil-ies and their needs as a
result of having a family member with a neurological
disorder. They encouraged other social- workers to
become increasingly proactive with individuals, the
family, the community, social- poticies and the
legislat,ure (Bernj_er and Siegel, 1994 ) . They called
f or an examinat j-on of t.he chird- specif ic skill_s
deficits and formulation of interventions. Educators,
the chil-d and the chil-d's family wourd arr be part of
the planning process . Teaching method.s to red.uce
stimuri including reducing physical space for a chird
cou]d be an optj-on presented for discussion
(Cruickshank, a97lJ.
rn 1-972 the first study discussi_ng l-ead and its
effects on hyperactivity was published. oriver David.,
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Jul-ian clark and Kyt j a voelIer, working out of three
cl- inics in New York city, New york, wrote that. hal f the
children diagnosed hyperacLj-ve had significantly higher
blood-Iead levels than the control group. Their
findings stated that " . . . despite the Lack of proof of a
causal relation between the hlryeract,ivit.y and lead,
bl-ood- l-ead leve1 s should be rout, ine j-nvest igat ions in




The studies written about the topic of attention
def icit disorder start wit,h Dr. stil-1s article about
chil-dren who have moral control def icits . The children
he wrote about. lived in an institution that dealt with
the needs of children foLlowing an illness t.ha; caused
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an inflammation to the brain. InsLitutionalization was
a common practice in this country from 1-722 through the
present. for certain health issues. rnstitutions for
orphans, the poor, prostitutes, musicians, the
physically handicapped and the mentally handicapped
have either closed or have drast ically reduced the
institutionalized population size today.
Chemotherapy
The f irst medicat j-on study was done by Dr. charles
Bradley in t937. During the 1960s and 70s many studj-es
with placebo controls confirmed Bradley's findings that
Benzedrine improved the school performance and behavior
of children with attention def icit d"isord.er. (Brad1ey,
1,937; winsberg, Bi-aler, Kupietz & Tobias, L97z; conners
& Eisenberg , 1,gG3 ; conners & Barci, L96j ; wiess, Minde,
Douglas, werry & sykes, 1-97L; Denhoff & Hawkins, 1971-;
conners & Rothchild, rg68; conners, Eisenber & sharp,
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L954; Sprauge, Barnes, & Werry, 1,g70; Knighs & Hinton,
L959; Sprague & Sleator, Lg77; Wiess, Kruger,
Danielson, & Elman , a9T5) .
Nutritional Therapy
Dr. Ben F. Feingold, a noted allergist expressed
the vj-ew that f ood addit ives , dyes , and preservat ives
caused. allergic or toxic react ions in some child.ren,
which resulted in hyperactive behavior. He prescribed
a diet t.hat withdrew all artif icial- additives, colors
and sweeteners (Feingold , L9T5) .
The Nationar rnstitutes of Hearth consensus
Development Panel- report ed in tg82 that wel l- - controlled
studies have not supported the view that the Feingold
Diet improved the behavior of hyperact ive chil_dren
(united states Nati-onal- rnst,itutes of Health, 19g2) .
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A p1Iot study using positron-
emissiontomag'raphy (PET) demonstrated a link between a
person's ability to pay continued attention and the
level of activity of the brain. with this technique
scientists found evidence that showed that glucose
metabol-ism in the frontal cortex of the brain effect.s
the contror of att.ention and motor activity. This
study provides the first. cl_ear evidence of a
neurobiological- difference between hl4reractive and.
normal subjects (,faffe, i-9gG) .
Psychological Therapy
Drs. Russe]1 Barkley, David Guevremont,, Arthur
Anstopoulos and Kenneth Fl-etcher of the Departments of
Psychiatry and Neurol-ogy and the univers ity of
Massachusetts Medica] center compared three famiIy
therapy programs that treated famil-ies of adolescents
wit.h A. D. D. Their f indings stated that it did not seem
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t,o matter which treatment program was used, that al-l-
showed signif icant j.mprovement, in parent -adolescent
communication and confl-ict resolution (Bark1ey,
Guevremont, Anastopoulos and Fletcher, !991) .
e. Evolution of a Serviee Delivery System
The parent
A new parent advocacy group was founded in LggT .
rt call-ed itself children with Attention Deficit
Disorder (c.H.A.D.D. ) . This group of parents grew in
size from twenty-nine chapters in lggg to over six
hundred chapters in forty-nine states by 1994.
Advoeaey Movemente
rn 19 9 0 these advocacy groups began t,o push the
rndividuals with Disabilities Educat,ion Act, IDEA
Parker, 1990) . This Law established 13 categories of
disabilities. under the rDEA 1aw st,ates received
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funding fer special education students. This funding
was allocated to help define disabilitj-es and aid in
program development (Kardon, 1995) .
Early 1990 found that c. H. A. D. D. lobbied congress
to have A.D.D. officially decrared a handicapping
condition eligible for special services under federal-
law (Armstrong, 1995 ) . rt was strongly opposed. by
several national educational- and civil rights groups.
These groups argued that the A.D.D. laber would be used
to di sgrace f u]Iy brand minority chi l-dren . They were
concerned that the chil-dren would be considered deviant
(Gooney, 1992) . congress did not pass the new law
(Moses, 1991).
Legislat,ion and Prrblic policy
A letter f rom t.he u . s . Department of Educat ion,
written on september L6, Lggl, was issued as a policy
Memorandum. This memorandum was signed hy three
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Department Assistant Secretaries, expressly
recognizing children with Att.ention Deficit. Disorder
gual i fy f or special educat ion and rel-at,ed services
under federal 1aw. The policy made clear that children
with A.D.D. qualify for special education and related
services solely on the basis of A.D.D.,. when the A.D.D.
itself impairs educational performance or learning.
This falls under Public Law 94-]-42, rndividuals with
Disabilities Act (IDEA) part B, other health impaired
statutes and regulations. This pof icy also fall-s under
section 504 of the t9i3 Rehabilitation,s Act plus its
implementing regulations (Kennedy, Terdal_ & Fusetti,
1e94) .
sect.ion 504 of the Rehabilit.ation Act was passed.
in t974 as a civil rights act. und.er this act all
handicapped students were given rights to an ed,ucat,ion.
section 504 extended programs previously offered to
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students with specific learning disabilities. The
central theme of Section 504 is that children with a
handicapping condition that interferes with their
ability Eo learn must have educational programs
modified to meet their needs. It also states that hoth
the individual and the environment shou1d he the target
for change (Kardon, 1995 )
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Diecussion and Implicatione
In the previous chapter, a description of events
were placed in chronological order. This provided a
chance to observe the precise points in u.s. history
where rel-evant events occurred in the historical-
development of A.D.D. Now the question arises of,
"what do these facts mean?" A few of the peaks and
valleys in the evolution of the diagnosis of A.D.D.
will- be listed at this point. These movement.s will be
discussed later in the body of this chapt.er. The highs
and lows of the evo]ut ion are r i sLed as f ol_ lows :
L. Discovery, diagnosi-s and research as represented by
t.ime - line,/chronological approach were not evenlya
distributed along the time-Jine of the past century.
We saw a rollercoaster effect of interest in the topic
by various professionals.
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2. The first descriptions of symptoms that were later
l-abeled A. D . D . came f rom the east coast . The pivotal
points of most of the research done through out the
history were f rom e j-ther Rhode r sland or Balt imore ,
Mary1and.
3. Most of the articles were written from the 1960s
through the 1990s.
4. Until- 1994 social work practitioners had written no
findings of their own research
5 - The first four authors were medical doctors writing
ahout patients with poor or moral- contro] dif f iculties.
5. rt is seen by this author that the growth and
development of the diagnosj-s of this disorder came from
ideas and concepts that originated from the medical
f ield .
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7 . Most of the original writ ings came f rom the medical-
f ield. Medication has been and still- is the method
used most commonly to control symptoms.
B. studies were predominatefy performed on children
who were having difficulty paying attent.ion in a
cl-assroom set,ting.
9 - children, education and behavior were the common
themes through out all the research.
rnterest in the family dynamics and the causes
outside of physical illness were not closely examined
unt.il the l-ate 1960s. The 1934 educatj_onal- st,udy
authored by Ruth Benedict showing cult.ures and
behaviors in a crass room setting as normal and not a
cause f or behaviors ]ater d.iagnosed as A. D . D . was not
reexamined until the 1980s. Families were not i-ncl_uded
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as actual - partners in aiding the individual diagnosed
with A.D.D. until the 1980s. until that time iI]ness,
complications during pregnancy or birth were viewed as
the sol-e reasons f or A. D . D . behavior .
In this hisLorical perspecLive study the key
people that inf ruenced the direct.ion of therapy tod,ay
were explored. we saw that most st.udies up unt il
recently were performed in Connecticut, Rhode rsIand.,
Maryland and Michigan. Along with the times of the
older studies there is a cuLtural- bias that may have
affected how the older studies were written. some of
the biases of the author courd have been geography,
puritanical- backgrounds, recent emigration to this
country and the educational backgrounds they possessed.
Perhaps this woul-d have heen different if the studies
had been undertaken throughout the U.S.
As in 193 ? , medicat ion st i l- I plays a primary rore
in A. D . D . methods of treatment . since the lat.e 1g B 0s
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psycho-t.herapy has come to t.he f ore. There seems to be
a need for further research to find what forms of
therapy are most ef fective. The study seems to stat.e
that, for now, all forms of therapies decrease the
dynamics of behaviors of A.D.D. The different
psychotherapeutic tools are aimed at those diagnosed
with A. D . D . in schooJ and t,he ir f amil ies , Research
studies showed that people with A.D.D. do not out grow
the disorder. The most common therapy f or ad.ults is
rehabilitative. career assessment, counseling and
education will- aide with copJ-ng strategies for
employment . History research studies on A. D. D. issues
have shown a movement f rom inst itut iona l-:-zat i-on to
community support through this century.
The use of medications for control of behavior is
a topic of debate for many practitioners AS seen by the
many studies that have been done hy the researchers.
People that have j oined various parent advocacy groups
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are beginning to guest.ion the amount of inner city
children who are being diagnosed as A. D. D. and being
placed on medication- Research findings are beginning
to show that not all children with A.D.D. behaviors
need to be on medications. Future research on this
question is strongly needed. According to one 1934
study on culturalizaiion, some of the children are
behaving normally and do not need medication. They are
behaving normally for their culture. rt appears that
educators are requesting medications for children who
are noisy and physically active but not having the
disorder of A. D. D.
Practice implications for the social work
profession is wide for working with people with A.D.D.
Social workers are in the school systems where they can
hold groups to teach problem-solving skil-1s. school
social workers can act as a coach, ad.vocate and
counseror. They can herp a high schooLer with career
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planning and obt.aining accommodations for a better
learning atmosphere. work as a probation and parole
of f icer would reguire sj-mil-ar work as school
counselors. They need to find ways for the inmate to
obt.ain a medicat ion that is not usual ly kept at the
prisons (Uadue , A995 ) .
As therapists working with A.D.D. issues we could
see family members that are in the midst of a
relationship problem. For instance an adult family
member who has difficulty waiting, makes impulsive
judgments, has black-and-white thinking, makes hasty
judgments about. people and things, and has a rack of
perceptiveness of other people' s thoughts f eel-ings and
behavj-or may come to see a social worker concerning
marital or parentirrg issues . A. D . D . may be the biggest,
part of the issue. The commun.ity as weII as the family
may need education on the issues of A.D.D.
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social workers are on the front line working for
change in our soc iety . social- workers can work at the
governmental level- Eo enact changes within Iaws,
policies and procedures that protect the rights of
individual-s carrying the diagnosis of A. D. D .
Thi s study was an att.empt by the aut hor to f or l-ow
the development and refinement of the definition of
A.D.D. through out this century. rt was an effort by
the author to present this disorder as significant. To
demonstrate the need for social- work services in this
f iel-d by examining causal- f actors, treatment modalities
and to assess the relative effectiveness of those
approaches .
This author was suprised to find the first
writings and research starting in this century. she
expected to discover older writings in this country.
The purpose of this study was to explore the disability
of attention def icit di-sorder hist.orically. rnstead
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t,his author has been left with more quest.ions than
previously explored. An example would be; when this
country began immigrants were farmers, Lrappers and
explorers. As the industrial age hloomed physical
labor gave way to desks, offices and enclosed spaces.
This was also the t.ime that tthe symptoms of A. D. D.
were f irst recognized. rs there a correlat.ion? why
has only psychiatry been so interested in this issue?
why has there been a l-ack of social work interest?
The author expected to find a smooth growt.h in the
research knowledge of A.D.D. She was surprised to find
that this is not so. Not only was research bunched in
t.ime but the informat.ion was spotty as wel-I. Things
this author did not f ind in the I iterat"ure review
perf ormed was: How and when did opposing d.iagnosing and,
labeling children with this disorder become an option
in order to obtain services in school- ? very t it.t l_e was
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found on effects of A.D.D. on minorities. Nothing was
found on t.he topic of over diagnosis.
whil-e researching this topic, t.his author attended
several c. H. A. D. D. meetings in Maple Grove, Mn. These
proved to be extremely supportive and informatj-ve
meet ings . speakers who were special i st.s on t.he topi c
of A. D . D . came t.o teach parents about the topic and to
l-earn f rom them as wel l .
Implicatione for future research
There are so many directions for those interested
in this topic to explore. The following are a few
areas that may be focused on in future research.
Research on what one experienced as a resul_t. of
having the A.D.D. diagnosis, what herped and what has
noL helped. Qualit.ative research on school_s and
cultural implications for those who carry this
diagnosis.
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Further research is needed on the topic of the
f ront al- l-obe to show if there is a dif f erence between
"normal-" chil-dren and those with A.D.D. It r^rould also
be interesting to find out why there is a Jowered
glucose metabolism in the brains of A.D.D. individuals.
This would incl-ude an examinat.ion of the inefficiency
of the neurotransmitters. Neurotransmi-tters are the
chemica1s that affect the efficiency of brain
functions, including behavior.
Research on parenting skills and its effects on
children may be a way of discovering what methods of
parent,ing do best, if any. A deeper examj-nat.ion of
behavior modifications use within a home setting and
its effectiveness would be interesting reading for
those aiding parents raising children who carry this
diagnosis.
s8
More research on what training is needed for the
professionals. Where in the diagnosing process can
social workers join the diagnosing team? How important
is neuropsychological testing in making an A.D.D.
diagnosis?
what is to be done for the A.D.D. patient who has
grown tolerant of medications? rt would be helpful to
see a study on how students scholastically perform on
medication in school.
A direction for a research study wourd be on the
topic of al-ternative school- settings. Are other
schooring options more successfur with an A.D.D.
student versus a t.radit ional- school sett ing and why?
Are urban chil-dren diagnosed more often than suburban
or rural- chi l-dren? Do t.eachers of a di f f erent race or
cult,ure from their student effect the referral_ rate?
Research on adults with A. D . D . is badly need.ed.
How are adults doing in the job they have? what are







"The essential feature of Attention-Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder is a persistent pattern of
inattention and/or h14>eractivity- impulsivity that is
more f requent and sever t han is t:pical Iy observed in
individual- s at a comparable l-evel of development
(criterion A) . some hlryeract j-ve impul sive or
j-nattent ive sympt oms that cause impairment must have
been present before age 7 years, Erthough many
individuals are diagnosed after the symptoms have heen
present for a number of years (Criterion B) . Some
impa j-rment f rom the symptoms must he present in at
least two sett ings (e . g . at home and at school- or at.
work ) (criteria c ) " There must be crear evid.ence of
interference wit,h deveropmentarly appropriate social ,
academic, or occupational functioning(criteria D) . The
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disturhanqe does not occur exclusively during the
course of a Pervasive Developmental Disorder,
schizophrenia, or other Psychot.ic Disorder and is not
better accounted for by another menLal disorder(e.g. a
Mood Disorder, Anxiety Disorder, Dissociative Disorder
or Personality Disorder) (Criterion E ) . Inatt.ention may
be manifest in academic, occupational, or social
situations. Individuals with this d.isord.er may fail to
give close at,tention to details or may make careless
mi-stakes in school-work or other tasks (Criterion Aa) .
work is often messy and performed carelessry and
without cons idered thought . rndividual- s of ten have
difficulty susLaining attention in tasks or pray
acLivities and find it hard to persist with tasks and
completion(criterions A1b) . They oft,en appear as if
their mind is ersewhere or as if they are not ristening
or did not hear what has just been said(Criterion A]-c).
There may be frequent shifts from one uncompl_eted
activity to anot,her. rnd.ividuals diagnosed with this
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disorder may begin a task, move on to another, then
turn to yet something e1se, prior to completing any one
task. They often do not foLlow through on requests or
j-nstruct.ions and f ail to complete schoolwork, chores,
or other duties (Crit,erion Al_d) . FaiLure to compleEe
tasks shourd be considered in making this diagnosis
only if it is due to inattention as opposed. to other
possible reasons (e .g. , a f ail-ure to und.erstand.
instructions) . These individuals often have
difficulties organizing tasks and activities (Criterion
ere ) . Tasks that require sust,ained mental ef f ort. are
experienced as unpleasant and markedly aversive. As a
resul-t, these individuals typicarly avoid. or have a
strong dislike for activities that demand sustained
self-application and mental effort or that require
organizational demands or close concentration (* . g.,
homework or paperwork) (Criterion A1f) . This avoidance
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must be due to the person' s dif f icult ies with att.ention
and not due to a primary oppositional attitude,
arthough secondary oppositionalism may also occur.
Work habits are often disorganized and the materials
necessary for doing Ehe task are often scattered,, Iost,
or carelessly handled and damaged (criteria erg) .
Individuals with this disorder are easily dj-stracted by
irrel-evant stimuli and frequently interrupt ongoing
t.asks t o att.end to trivial noises or events that are
usually and easily ignored by others(e.g., missing
appoint,ments , f orgetting to bring l_unch) (Criterion
A1i ) - rn social- situations, inatt.ention may be
expressed as freguent shifts in conversat.ion, not
Jistening to others, not keeping one's mind on
conversat j-ons, and not following detairs or rules of
games or act ivit ies . Hyperact, ivit.y may be mani f ested
by figetiness or sguirming in one,s seat(criterion
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A2a) , by not remaining seated when expected to do so
Criterion A2b) , by excessive difficulty playing or
engaging quj-et]y in leisure activities(Criterion A2c),
by having difficulty playing or engaging guietry in
leisure act,ivities (Criterion A2f ) . Hl4reractivity may
vary with the individual , s age and development.al 1eve1,
and the diagnosis should be made cautiously in young
children. Toddlers and preschoolers wit,h this disorder
dif f er f rom normally act j-ve young children by heing
constantly on the go and into everything; they dart
back and forth, are 'out of the door before their coat
is oD', jump or climb on furniture, run through t,he
house and have difficulty participating in sed.entary
group activities in preschoor cl-asses (e. g. listening to
a story) . school-age children display simirar
behavj-ors but usually with less frequency or intensity
than toddlers and preschoolers. They have difficulty
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remaining seated, get up frequently, and sguirm in, or
hang on to the edge of , their seat. They fidget with
objects, Lap their hands, and shake their feet or legs
excess ively . They of ten get up f rom the t,able d.uring
meals, while watching television, or while doing
homework they talk excessively and they make excessive
noise during guiet activities. rn adolescent.s and
aduIt.s, slrmptoms of hlryeractivit.y take the form of
feelings of restlessness and difficulty engaging in
quiet sedentary act.ivities. rmpulsivity manifests
itsel-f as impat.ience, dif f iculty in d.elaying responses,
brurting out answers before guestions have been
completed(criterion e2g) , difficulty awaiting one, s
turn (criLerion A2h) , and frequently interrupting or
int,ruding on others to the point of causing
dif f icult j-es in social-, academi-c, or occupat,ional
settings(criterion Azi) . others may complain that. they
66
cannot get a word in edgewise. rndividuals with this
disorder typically make comments out. of turn, fair to
l- isten t,o di-rect, ions , init iate conversat ions at
inappropriate times, interrupt others excessively,
intrude on others, grab objects form others, touch
things they are not supposed to touch, and clown
around. rmpulsivity may l-ead to accidents (e .g . , riding
a skateboard over extremely rough terrain) . Behavioral-
manifestations usually appear in multiple contexts,
j-ncluding home, school, work, and social- sit,uations .
To make the diagnosis, some impairment must be present
in at l-east two settings (Criterion C) . It is very
unusual for an individual-s Lo display the same level of
dysfunction in al-l- settings or within the same setting
at all times. Symptoms tytrrlcally worsen in situations
that require sust.ained attent ion or mental- e f f ort or
that lack int,rinsic appeal or noverty (e . g. the
67
cl-inician,s office) , or while the person experiences
f requent rewards f or appropriat,e behavior. The
symptoms are more likely to occur in group
situat.ions(".g., in pray groups, class rooms, or work





]-902 Lectures by Dr. George Frederic Still to the Roya1
Col-1ege of Physicians in England. Published in Brit,ish
Journal Lancet.
1916-1927 Encephalitis epidemic.
1922 Dr. Holhman's study on chil-dren post encephalitis.
1-924 Dr. St,recker and Dr. Ebough's study on the ef f ects on
the brain's nervous system following a brain trauma.
1934 First longitudina1 study on this brain disorder.
1934 Article written concerning active behaviors may be
cultural rather than organic.
L937 First use of psychoact. ive medicat ions to control-
behaviors . Dr. Charles Bradley used Benzedrine as the 1st
stimul-ant to control hy;reractive children behaviors.
L947 Research at Wayne County Training School in Northvil1e
Michigan studied psychological- ef f ects of brain in j ury in a
group of mentally retarded children displaying signs of
distractibility and hyperact.ivity.
L957 The disorder given a name and first specific
description, Hlryerkinetic Impulse Disord.er in child,ren .
L957 The result s of a study on compl icat.ed pregnancies and
h14>eract ivity showed a correl_at ion .
195 0 Dr . Feingold described aLtent j-on def icit d.isorder as a
reaction to food allergies.
1951 Rit,alin was introduced as a behavior contro]
medication f or h14>eractive children.
70
L962 The terms minimal brain damage and minimal- brain
dysfunction were introduced.
1-952 Interdisciplinary research findings showed three to
ten times as many boys than girls suffer learning and
behavioral disorders.
1955 Findings of a research study showed that hyperactive
behaviors are a resuLt of brain dysfunction rather t,han
psychological- f actors .
1-967 The findings of a research study stated that the




study on personality, family structure and the
influence on shaping a child with diagnosed
1970s over 2 ,0o studies were published on the topic of
attention deficit disorder.
L97 L Dr . Crui-ckshank asserted that environmental st imul i
can distract the hyperactive chi1d.
L973 Federar law section 504 and IDEA were passed
L974 The results of a st.udy on l-ead levels in the blood.
stream showed that half the children diagnosed with A.D.D.
had high levels of lead in Ehere b1ood.
1980 APA sanctioned a new disease A.D.D. in the 3rd edition
for DMS-III.
L9B1 C. H. A. D. D a parent advocacy group was founded.
1988 C.H.A.D.D. mushroomed to Zg chapters.
1900s Several studies were published discussing education
and the chil_d with A. D. D.
7t
1993 A scale was developed to rate the organizaLional
skills in the A. D. D. child.
1994 The decision model used as a functional
within the school setting, was introduced.
approach
1994 First found article on attention deficit disorder
written by a social worker.
1994 Families and ecological sysLems are viewed. as having
needs as a result of having a family member with a
neurological disorder.
1994 600 C.H.A.D.D. chapters established.
L994 Best selling book for parents of and individuals with
attenLion deficit disorder was published., Driven t.o
Distraction and a cover story appeared in Time Magazine.
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